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Hate Reading? Lose Focus Easily? Learn Internet Marketing Through The Comfort And Convenience Of

Head Start Audios! Five Volumes of Purely Amazing Content! Volume One: * An opt-in list within 24 hours

- Discover the special skills to easily build a list within 24 hours. A ridiculously easy step by step guide to

building your followers! * Co-Reg list building - Co-Reg list building is one of the most effective ways to

build a list... find out how to go about it without putting yourself out their to fry. * Killer ad writing - Lets

face it... if your ads aren't captivating then your bank balance will suffer. Get the 'must know' tips to

increasing your wallet size! * E-mail marketing pitfalls - Can you write an email that will captivate

ATLEAST 50 of your audience? If not then you need to hear why! * Co-reg Drama! - Find out the pitfalls

of Co-red systems and how to stay on top of them! Volume Two: * Explosive PLR techniques - Find out

the best PLR techniques to send JV's, traffic, and money straight to your site. * Profiting through resell

rights - The best and most profitable ways to make big bucks with resell rights products. * Products that

have flopped - The name says it all! Never follow in the footsteps of a flop! * Secrets of the Guru's - Find

out what the Guru's are hiding that can help you MAXIMISE exposure and profits! Volume Three: * Bank

account filling subject lines - Eye catching subject lines that will make subscribers open emails and fill

your bank account! * Professional forum participation for profits - How a little forum participation can go a

long way to forging relationships worth thousands in the future. * Tackling testimonials - How to get

testimonials from those around you, and EASILY! * Increase the potency of testimonials - The tricks of the

trade that will have your testimonials selling the product for you! Volume Four: * Explosive offline traffic

solutions - Offline traffic solutions that will give your online traffic solutions a run for their money! *

Generate traffic like a guru - Guru's generate massive amounts of traffic... I explain it all in detail here!

Volume Five: * How to FAIL online - If you never want to be successfully online... this is what you need to

do. If your failing already... chances are you are doing this and don't know! * Why you're yet to succeed -

The simple strategies that need to be implemented to succeed online. * Succeed forever online - The

name says it all! You will never have to go back to the rat race! * The only way to get rich online - The

only way to get rich online... you need to know it! * The story of two IM friends - Trials and tribulations of
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two IM friends... be like them or not? * Four words you must use - Four crucial words that can have a

devastating effect on your internet marketing career. Tags: brandable software, branded software,
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